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Abstract—Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is an emerging
(inter-)networking architecture with the goal of becoming an
alternative to the IP-based Internet. To be considered a viable candidate, CCN must at least have parity with existing
solutions for confidential and anonymous communication, e.g.,
TLS, tcpcrypt, and Tor. ANDāNA (Anonymous Named Data
Networking Application) was the first proposed solution that
addressed the lack of anonymous communication in Named Data
Networking (NDN)–a variant of CCN. However, its design and
implementation led to performance issues that hinder practical
use. In this paper we introduce AC3 N: Anonymous Communication for Content-Centric Networking. AC3 N is an evolution of the
ANDāNA system that supports high-throughput and low-latency
anonymous content retrieval. We discuss the design and initial
performance results of this new system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network services and applications have undergone a
tremendous transformation since their inception in the 1970s.
Content distribution, instead of email and remote access to
shared resources, has become the leading source of Internet
traffic. For example, Netflix alone accounted for nearly 30%
of all downstream Internet traffic in 2012 [4]. The number
and popularity of such content-centric services are only expected to increase with the growth of data-intensive consumer
applications and devices, leading to added pressure on network resources, increased congestion, and wasted bandwidth
in today’s Internet. Furthermore, with growing evidence of
large-scale network packet interception and eavesdropping
[9], consumer anonymity and privacy are becoming desired
features of networking technologies and services.
Content Centric Networking (CCN) [14][16] is an emerging
(inter-)networking architecture with the goal of becoming
an alternative to the IP-based Internet. Two of its primary
characteristics are that (1) content is named, addressable, and
routable in the network, and (2) all content is signed by its
producer. By the first property, a consumer who wishes to
obtain content first issues a request (interest) for said content
by name, which is then routed to the producer or a network
entity (i.e., router) that is capable of satisfying the request. The
corresponding content carrying the same name is then sent
to the consumer along the reverse path. The second property
enables content integrity and authenticity to be decoupled
from where it is stored (cached) and how it is delivered

to consumers. These two fundamental design characteristics
permit content to be opportunistically cached throughout the
network, thereby lowering congestion and improving overall
bandwidth utilization.
The CCN architecture enables content access control via
producer-specified forms of encryption or content name
obfuscation. However, support for consumer and producer
anonymity is not a standard feature. ANDāNA (Anonymous
Named-Data Networking Application) [11] is the initial attempt to provide anonymous communication in Named Data
Networking (NDN)[2], an early variant of CCN. Inspired
by Tor [12][3], it uses onion-like concentric encryption to
wrap interests for content that are gradually decrypted and
forwarded by participating anonymizing routers. Along the
return path, content is wrapped in layers of encryption as it
flows from the satisfying entity to the consumer.
In this work we present an improvement to the ANDāNA
design. Our approach, henceforth referred to as AC3 N
(Anonymous Communication for Content-Centric Networking), addresses some of the performance and anonymity problems with ANDāNA. The design of AC3 N relies only on the
underlying network’s ability to pull uniquely named content by
name (via interests) and does not depend on any other features,
e.g., in-network caching. This makes AC3 N applicable in any
CCN incarnation, e.g., CCNx [1] and NDN [2].
The remainder of this paper focuses on the shortcomings
of ANDāNA and the improved AC3 N design which addresses
these pitfalls. We also report on its performance as an application built on top of CCNx 1.0 citeccnx. Our initial experiments
and analysis indicate that AC3 N can support high-throughput,
low-latency, unidirectional and bidirectional traffic over CCNs
with anonymity guarantees equivalent to Tor.

II. P RELIMINARIES
This section overviews the properties of the CCN architectures that are relevant to anonymous communication. We then
assess the ANDāNA design and identify certain engineering
shortcomings as well as anonymity flaws that are remedied by
AC3 N.

A. CCN Overview
Content distribution in CCN follows a pull model whereby
content is requested by consumers by name instead of by
location (e.g., an IP address). These requests, called interests,
contain the name of the desired content rather than its location.
Although an interest is intended to carry a meaningful (humanreadable) URI-like name, it can in fact carry an arbitrary string
corresponding, such as encoded binary data.
An interest is routed based on the specified name over a
sequence of routers, each of which keeps state of the forwarded
interest. An interest might get routed to a producer who would
reply with the requested content. Alternatively, the requested
content might be found in a cache of an intermediate router
along the consumer-to-producer path. The latter can occur
because each router is expected, though not mandated, to
opportunistically cache every content object it forwards to
consumers. The bidirectional flow of interests and content
in the network guarantees that all traffic flow is symmetric;
A single content object is always returned in response to an
interest along the same consumer-to-producer path.
B. ANDāNA Highlights
To motivate AC3 N, we first re-examine ANDāNA, the
first anonymous communication tool designed for CCNs. In
ANDāNA, just as in Tor, interests and content objects traverse
circuits (paths) of anonymizing routers (ARs). The ARs in a
circuit are chosen by the consumer. Before interests are issued
by a consumer, their name is first wrapped in concentric layers
of encryption. Each “layer” contains a routable name prefix for
the next hop (AR) in the circuit and the underlying encrypted
layers. Each AR decrypts their layer of the name to obtain
the next routable prefix in the circuit and corresponding layer
(i.e., it “unwraps” its layer of encryption), and then forwards
the interest with the new name accordingly. Upon the receipt
of content objects in the reverse path, each AR will encrypt
the entire content object and forward the “wrapped” result
to the next downstream hop. The consumer then recovers
the content object by iteratively decrypting each layer of
encryption surrounding the content object.
Unlike Tor, ANDāNA does not support persistent anonymous circuits between consumers and producers. Rather,
ephemeral (one-time) circuits are created as the interest is
sequentially decrypted (using public-key decryption) and forwarded. Similarly, content is encrypted with a public-key
on the reverse path. Circuit state information in each AR
is only maintained in the symmetric (session-based) variant
ANDāNA.
In the symmetric variant of ANDāNA, state information,
consisting of a unique session identifier and symmetric key
used for interest and content decryption and encryption, is
established in each anonymizing router using a standard threeway handshake protocol. The use of symmetric encryption
removes the computational burden of public key encryption.
However, the ANDāNA design requires that the session identifier be sent in the clear for every interest, which allows an
adversary to link interests and content packets, thus enabling

deanonymization attacks against consumers Furthermore, the
handshake procedure wastes consumer bandwidth and time,
especially in the case of short-term communication.
C. Identified Issues
The primary motivation for AC3 N is to attain the same
anonymity guarantees as the public-key variant of ANDāNA
with better versatility and performance. Although ANDāNA
includes a symmetric (session-based) variant as a more efficient alternative, it does not provide interest and content object
unlinkability. The ability to link interest and content objects
can subsequently lead to consumer and producer linkability,
which can immediately violate anonymity.
For example, suppose that an adversary A eavesdrops on
incoming and outgoing interests for a particular AR. By
looking at the traffic patterns, A can link incoming and
outgoing session IDs. A variant of this adversary was studied
in the context of Tor by Murdoch and Danezis in [17] and
was shown to be quite successful. We believe that the same
attack could be augmented to apply to ANDāNA. In particular,
repeating this attack at each AR in a circuit can result in
deanonymization of both the consumer and producer.
The use of application and environment contextual information has been investigated in [13], where side-channel and
environment information (e.g., deterministic behavior of an
AR always forwarding a packet after unwrapping an interest
received from a downstream neighbor) is used to quantify
the degree of unlinkability. Furthermore, regardless of how
linkability information is acquired, it has been shown that it
can degrade consumer and producer anonymity beyond that
attainable by general traffic analysis [18].
Since most relevant literature focuses on mix-based
anonymizing services akin to Tor, upon which ANDāNA was
designed, it is clear that all linkability problems studied in
the context of Tor are also applicable to symmetric variant
of ANDāNA. This is why one of the key goals of AC3 N
is to attain the same anonymity guarantees as the public
key variant of ANDāNA, which has no linkability issues,
while still providing more efficient support for low-latency,
high-throughput, and bidirectional traffic as compared to the
symmetric variant of ANDāNA.
III. AC3 N D ESIGN
A. Circuit and Session Establishment
Similar to Tor [12] and ANDāNA, anonymizing routers
(ARs) and circuits are at the core of AC3 N. As previously
mentioned, a circuit is a sequence of ARs through which
upstream interests and downstream content objects flow. Circuits are established for long-term sessions, i.e., they are
not ephemeral. ARs in a circuit serve two purposes: (1)
decapsulate (decrypt) and forward encrypted interests, and
(2) encapsulate (encrypt) content objects using previously
acquired or agreed upon keys and forward them downstream.
Consumers generate interests wrapped in several layers of
encryption and receive content objects also wrapped in several
layers of encryption that it can decrypt. Each AR is an

application running on router, and therefore technically serves
as the producer for each downstream AR in the AC3 N circuit.
The standard CCN communication model suggests that such
content must be signed with a trusted private key. However,
AC3 Nstrays from this requirement and uses symmetric-key
MACs for more efficient authenticity checks.
To increase interest and content throughput, circuit sessions
are established and initialized with forward-secure symmetric
keys used for content encryption and MAC tag generation and
verification. The complete set of session state information,
which is established for n ARs r1 , . . . , rn in a circuit, is as
follows:
0
• Session IDs Sessioni and session initialization vectors
0
(IVs) SessionIVi ,
• Interest interest encryption keys and pseudorandom generator seed values EncryptionIVi , and
• Pairwise MAC keys Mki between adjacent ARs and the
consumer (used to tag and verify content).
The SessionIV0i element is a counter of capacity 2κ . Its use is
described below. This state is established by running a threeway handshake protocol between the consumer and each AR.
Both parties in this protocol contribute appropriate randomness
for each element of the state for forward secrecy. This ensures
that session information cannot be compromised if one of the
AR private keys is also compromised.
After a circuit and its session information have been
established, all subsequent traffic is protected via a CCAsecure symmetric scheme [15]. The encryption and MAC
keys for AR rj are indexed via SessionIndexji , the dynamic
session index (identifier) sent in the cleartext along with the
encrypted interest. To provide unlinkability, the session index
is “advanced” from SessionIndexji to SessionIndexj+1
, after
i
each new interest is received and forwarded, using a oneway and collision-resistant hash function H(·). The transfer
functions for this variable are:
SessionIndexj+1
= H(SessionIVji + SessionIndexji )
i
SessionIVj+1
i

=1+

SessionIVji

κ

mod (2 ).

(1)
(2)

Note that SessionIVji is kept private. This means that an
eavesdropper cannot guess the session index based on any
past observations of interest and content exchanges between
a consumer and AR. This dynamic session index is the key
element that enables AC3 N to provide unlinkability.
State initialization in AC3 N is separate in time from
circuit usage, i.e., it uses a handshake routine to initialize
state. However, our design does not preclude on-line state
establishment. For example, the first wrapped interest issued
by a consumer for a new circuit could be overloaded to
include all of the state establishment information in addition
to the associated interest information. Note that this would not
achieve the same forward secrecy guarantees as the handshakebased approach. Moreover, to be useful, these initial interests
must not be noticeably different from other interests for the
same circuit. As a result, all subsequent interests would have
to be appropriately padded. This approach is therefore not used

due to the potentially severe communication cost and added
complexity.
B. AC3 N Circuit Usage
AC3 N circuits are used the same way as in ANDāNA.
Specifically, a consumer c wraps an interest for a sequence
of ARs and forwards it towards the first AR. This wrapping
procedure is identical to the symmetric variant of ANDāNA
wherein symmetric interest encryption keys are used to concentrically encrypt interest names. The appropriate session
index is prepended to each encrypted name and then subsequently advanced as per equation (1). Also, each encrypted
interest also includes a timestamp to mitigate replay attacks.
Content encryption at an AR uses XOR-based symmetric
encryption with a key stream generated by a cryptographically
secure pseudorandom generator with input EncryptionIVi .
This random seed is advanced as a counter (similarly to the
SessionIVi ) so that the key stream is a fresh pseudorandom
bit string for each content object.
The commutative property of XOR allows the consumer to
decrypt each layer of the content in any arbitrary order. One
additional benefit of this form of encryption is that it permits
the key stream to be precomputed offline. It does, however,
introduce the probability of improperly computed key streams,
which will result in corrupt ciphertext. Also, after encrypting
a content object, each AR will compute a MAC tag σ before
forwarding the result to the next downstream hop. ARs and
the consumer share pairwise MAC keys so that each can verify
the tag of a content object upon receipt.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A SSESSMENT
ANDāNA was originally implemented in C using the CCNx
0.8x library. As outlined in the section II, the CCNx protocol and implementation has changed significantly since this
original work. Thus, to bring the evaluation up to speed with
existing technology, both ANDāNA and AC3 N were implemented over the CCNx 1.0. All experiments were conducted
on VMs running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Each host was equipped
with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3427U CPU at 1.80GHz with
8GB of main memory. Also, we use the public key variant of
ANDāNA, since it provides the same functionality as AC3 N.
In this work, we consider the most important metrics for
performance to be (a) interest-content latency and (b) and
throughput. To assess these metrics, we conducted the following simple experiment. Let Circ = R1 , . . . , Rn be a circuit of
length n − 1 with n AR nodes. A client C is connected to R1 ,
and C wishes to retrieve content from producer P connected
to Rn . Thus, the complete path is C, R1 , . . . , Rn , P . To obtain
content, C issues a random interest that can be satisfied by P
through Circ. Such an interest is issued once every t seconds
and the RTT is recorded. To compute the average latency,
the average of all observed RTTs is computed. To compute
the maximum throughput, the total number of content bytes
received is divided by the total time to send a large amount of
back-to-back interests without delay. The RTT and throughput

and content names in NDN. Their design is not based on
Tor. Chen et al. [8] developed a high-speed onion routing
system called HORNET. Their design does not require any
per-flow state in each AR and only uses symmetric encryption,
which allows it to process anonymous traffic at 93 GB/s.
However, HORTEN is targeted for future internet architectures
like SCION [7] that are not focused on content delivery.
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This paper presented AC3 N–an application-layer anonymizing service for CCN. Its simple design relies only upon the
fundamental interest-content request paradigm of information
retrieval. Experiments indicate that AC3 N can support highthroughput, low-latency, unidirectional and bidirectional traffic
over CCNs with anonymity guarantees equivalent to Tor.
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